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LBNF-UK
£65M project awarded direct from UK 
government

Ø Money administered by UKRI-STFC

Three sub-projects
Ø PIP-II: Produce 3 high-β superconducting 

cryomodules, here at Daresbury’s ASTeC institute
Ø Neutrino production target: Produce 1.2 MW 

helium-cooled graphite target at Rutherford 
Appleton Laboratory

Ø DUNE detector: APAs, DAQ and physics 
preparation
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LBNF-UK
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DUNE-UK project

APA work package
Ø Produce 130 APAs for the horizontal-drift 

far-detector module

DAQ work package
Ø Deliver the data acquisition hardware for 

the first two far-detector modules

Physics work package
Ø Liquid-argon reconstruction, through the 

UK-led Pandora framework
Ø Contributions to the DUNE computing 

infrastructure
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Some history
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Two APAs for SBND Two APAs ProtoDUNE-1
Plus ‘APA 7’



ProtoDUNE-II
Ø APA 1 already at CERN

Ø APA 2 nearing 
completion

Ø APA 3 just beginning 
production
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UK APA project
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UK institutes
Institute Principle 

investigator
Responsibilities

Daresbury Laboratory Ged Bell APA production factory
Project management

Manchester Justin Evans Project leadership
Geometry board quality control

Liverpool Christos Touramanis APA frame procurement
APA transport

Sheffield Vitaly Kudryavtsev PCB procurement
Geometry board tooth attachment
Mesh panel procurement

Lancaster Jarek Nowak Project quality control
APA frame procurement
Geometry board reception tooth attachment

Cambridge Melissa Uchida Geometry board pin insertion

Sussex Clark Griffiths Geometry board pin insertion
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Vendors: APA frames
Durham Sheet Metal

Ø Manufacturer of bespoke metal 
products – mild steel, stainless 
steel, aluminium

Ø Already produced two ProtoDUNE-2 
frames

Ø Contracted to produce 128 more

They use LH Quarry Ltd as a third-
party machinist
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Vendors: APA frames
Vendor responsibilities

Ø Frames must pass all QC requirements before leaving the 
DSM site

Ø We attend to witness the metrology of the incoming steel 
from Stalatube

Ø We visit DSM to perform a laser survey on the completed 
frames before accepting for delivery: 1 full day for 2 DUNE 
people per frame

Ø Six APA frames delivered every nine weeks

LH quarry
Ø Their compliance is a DSM responsibility

Ø We confirm hole positions before accepting a frame

Ø We have visited LH Quarry, and worked with them to 
ensure they have the correct machining jigs and know 
how to use them
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Vendors: Mesh panels
Mesh panels were developed in collaboration with Locker Wire Weavers

Ø Experts in wire mesh production

Ø Based close to Daresbury

Ø Produced mesh panels for ProtoDUNE-2 APAs

Ø Are producing panels for the first four DUNE APAs

Contract for the remaining 144 APAs will be placed based on an open 
tender

Mesh panels will not be accepted for delivery until we have performed 
QC at the vendor site

Ø Mechanical fit and mesh tension

Ø 2 days for 3 people, every six weeks

Ø Panels for 4 APAs delivered every six weeks

Panels for the US project come to Daresbury, then are shipped to the 
US by DUNE project members
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Vendors: geometry boards
Geometry boards being produced by Merlin PCB 
Group

Ø Produced APAs for ProtoDUNE-2 APAs 2 & 3

Ø Contracted to produce geometry boards for the 
remaining 148 APAs

Ø We have worked closely with them to develop 
procedures to achieve the stringent mechanical 
tolerances required

Boards are delivered to Lancaster for reception and 
visual inspection

Then shipped on to Manchester for high-precision 
metrology

Ø This information is fed back to Merlin in order to 
control their processes
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Other vendors
Wire: via Locker Wire Weavers

Ø Wire from a German manufacturer; Locker spool it onto our winder spools

Adhesive: Stycast; procured as needed
Combs and bases: FR4, machined by Finepart, Sweden
Mill-Max pins: bespoke product from Mill-Max
Teeth: bespoke product from Protolabs
Cover boards: Currently Sentinal Plastics, but we are exploring cheaper options
Protection panels: currently GJM Engineering, but we are exploring cheaper options
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Transport frames
Two prototype transport frames are being 
produced by Durham Sheet Metal

Ø £25k each, without the springs or base 
cradles

CERN have two European suppliers who 
can produce the transport frames and base 
cradles for €10k a set

Ø Plus ~€2.5k for the springs from 
Vibrostop

Ø We will do this procurement through 
CERN as it is the only way of staying 
close to our budget
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Daresbury factory

Ø Four production lines operating in parallel
Ø Each production line ramps to an APA each 8 weeks initially, then up to an APA 

every 7 weeks
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Daresbury 
factory

Staffed by 12 technicians
Ø Plus support from mechanical 

engineers, automation software 
engineers, Daresbury estates, 
specialized riggers

3 technicians per production line
Ø A smoothly-operating winder 

requires 1.5 people
Ø Remaining people perform pre-

winding and post-winding activities
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Daresbury 
factory

Initial APA production takes 8 weeks on the winder
Ø Pre-production and post-production of previous 

and next APAs happens in parallel

After time we ramp up to 7 weeks per APA
Ø DWA should decrease tension-measurement time

Ø We move to split shifts (early and late) which does 
not cost additional money.

Contingency if we get behind is to move to double 
shifts or weekend working

Ø This will be an additional cost to the project
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Overall schedule
The overall schedule can be found in Primavera P6

Ø (It doesn’t fit on a PowerPoint slide)

The final APA leaves Daresbury in December 2026

All vendor contracts are written to have the final 
parts arriving in October 2025

Ø To provide a year of contingence

Vendor contract for transport frames not yet 
written

Ø Storage will be more of an issue with these
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Budget
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£3.6M spend already committed 
for frames and geometry boards

(Geometry boards significantly 
more expensive than our budget 
because of mechanical 
tolerances)



Budget
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Mesh panel cost not yet finalized
Likely to be much more 
expensive than budgeted



Budget
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Relying on CERN’s European 
sources to produce affordable 
transport frames



Budget
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All other costs in the table based 
on quotations and parts 
procured for ProtoDUNE-2, but 
final DUNE production costs 
subject to change



Budget
We are making mesh panels and geometry boards 
for the US project

Ø The US will make CR boards

The budget in this table comes to £8.7M
Ø Our remaining money is £8.4M

Ø This £300k difference can be covered by working 
allowance.

However, we also need to source adapter boards, 
SHV boards, G-bias boards, and capacitors for the 
CR boards

Ø There is no current funding source for these 
other than finding savings, or calling on more 
working allowance

Ø Massive price inflation in recent years, plus 
stringent mechanical requirements pushing up 
prices

Ø Also standing-army costs due to project delays 
and Covid, and ProtoDUNE-2 construction
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Summary
UK project will produce 130 APAs for DUNE

Ø Building on experience from SBND, ProtoDUNE-1 and ProtoDUNE-2

Vendors are lined up for all items
Ø With two significant contracts already placed

Production of parts for the first production APAs is already underway

Resources exist for everything covered by this PRR
Ø Project needs to consider the G-bias, SHV and adapter boards, and capacitors, to consider 

how to find the resources
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